THE    POST
on a worn gramophone record, grinding out an old-fashioned
military march which always put me in mind of slightly pom-
pous and yet very touching wooden soldiers in uniforms of
another age. Then the little man —I had seen him at work
many months before — would go to the microphone, and in a
chatty familiar voice would address himself to the fifteen white
trappers, the police, and the scattered Hudson's Bay men. It
was always very moving, for it was not a broadcast but a greet-
ing and a conversation between members of a tiny but fervent
family.
'Good afternoon, everybody/ he would begin, 'this is VBK
Coppermine/
'Good afternoon,5 fifteen solitary white men would murmur
religiously under their breath with no possibility of being
heard.
'The temperature here is thirty-five below. Barometer,
29-40. Strong north-east wind . . .'
Ah! the warmth of that voice wandering over the ice and
through the polar wastes to the ears of the family!
'Hello, Angus Gavin, Perry River! We have mail here for
you, Angus. We'll try to get it to you sometime in the spring.
. . . Hello, Frank Milne, Cambridge Bay! I hear you have
no matches left, Frank. When the police sled comes up to
fetch the winter mail it will bring you a few boxes from the
Hudson's Bay man here; but his own stock is low.5
All this was much more important than news of the great
world Outside. We got that news rarely, for one thing; and
for another, what could it mean to us? Whereas these little
things — the boxes of matches, the lighter flints, the question
whether or not caribou skins had been set aside for shipment to
you the following spring — these things were life itself.
Then, apart from helpful details, there was the life of the
community. Some posts, in particular the police, had their
sending as well as receiving sets, and conversations went on that
revealed the intense concern and affection that subsisted be-
tween these men. What sort of winter were you having? Had
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